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Bourgogne, 9 Av. A. Savary, BP 47870, F-21078 Dijon, France

Abstract

We report semiclassical line broadening calculations for methane perturbed
by nitrogen at room temperature. For this, we have developed a symmetrized
version of the Robert and Bonamy theory. The interaction potential was built
from electrostatic (octopole and hexadecapole for methane, quadrupole for
nitrogen) and atom-atom contributions. The relative (classical) trajectories
of the molecules were computed in the frame of the usual parabolic model,
through analytical formula. High orders of developments had to be used for
the short range molecular interactions. As a consequence, a combination of
symbolic computation and source code generation was employed to imple-
ment practical calculations. We have compared our calculations to the most
recent experimental data available in the ν4 band, the ν3 band and the octad
spectral region of methane.

Keywords: Methane, Nitrogen, Infrared spectroscopy, Line broadening
coefficients
PACS: 33.20.Ea, 33.70.Jg, 34.10.+x, 34.50.Ez

1. Introduction

Besides being one of the major greenhouse gases on Earth [1, 2], methane
(CH4) is an important molecule for many planetary atmospheres, either in
the Solar System (Mars [3], Jupiter [4, 5], Saturn [6] and its main satellite
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Titan [7–11], Uranus [12], Neptune [13] and its main satellite Triton [14],
Pluto [14, 15]) or also farther away, since it has now been identified in the
gas envelope of at least two giant extrasolar planets (exoplanets HD 189733b
[16] and HD 209458b [17]). In some cases, the presence of methane rises im-
portant questions about its origin (Mars [18, 19], Titan [20], exoplanets, . . . )
or leads to very interesting chemical processes (Titan [21]). Spectroscopy be-
ing the best (if not the sole) mean for studying such distant atmospheres, it
is thus essential to have an accurate model of methane’s absorption spectrum
over a wide spectral range, from microwave to visible regions. In short, this
is done by recording laboratory high-resolution spectra, then by analyzing
them in order to get molecular (Hamiltonian, dipole moment and lineshape)
parameters allowing to create detailed linelists. These linelists are then used
in atmospheric radiative transfer models. The methane spectrum, however,
is quite complicated and thus it is still the subject of many experimental
and theoretical efforts. The vibrational structure is organized into polyads
of rapidly increasing complexity when climbing the energy range up to mid-
infrared and visible regions [22]. As far as line positions and intensities are
concerned, the most recent and complete global analysis for 12CH4 concerns
the 0 to 4800 cm−1 region [23], while upper polyads are still under investiga-
tion and the subject of sophisticated experimental efforts [24–28].

One object of particular interest in the Solar System is Titan. Its ni-
trogen atmosphere contains significant amounts of methane that lead to a
rich organic chemistry [21], as well as to a fascinating “methane cycle” [29].
Due to this large quantity of CH4 in a dense atmosphere (which is also the
case for giant planets and exoplanets), it is necessary to model methane’s
absorption spectrum up to highly excited polyads. In addition to positions
and intensities, it is clear that collisional broadening and line-mixing effects
on lineshapes is an essential aspect to address in order to develop an accurate
model. This question is a very difficult one, especially because of the physical
conditions on Titan. In short, near the ground in Titan’s troposphere, the
pressure is 1.5 bar and the temperature is around 80 K for ca. 4% of CH4

in N2. Methane contributes to the opacity of Titan’s atmosphere up to the
visible regions. Presently, the high energy polyads for which no detailed anal-
ysis exists are handled in the atmospheric calculations through low-resolution
empirical “band models” [9, 30] which are not very satisfactory as they do
not allow to account for collisional broadening effects. Solving this problem
will thus possibly require many years of experimental and theoretical efforts.

This paper specifically concentrates on collisional broadening coefficient
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calculations for methane perturbed by nitrogen. Before investigating the low
temperatures conditions at high wavenumbers described above, we first con-
sidered here room temperature collisional parameters in the lowest polyads
of methane. The subject of infrared line shapes studies for methane is ex-
tensively documented from an experimental point of view. Some of the most
recent works dealt with measurements in the first four polyads of methane
(dyad near 1300 cm−1, pentad near 3000 cm−1, octad near 4300 cm−1 and
tetradecad near 6000 cm−1) [31–43]. We note that the temperature depen-
dencies of line shape parameters and/or line mixing parameters could be
determined in some of these studies. A review of earlier experimental studies
may be found in Ref. [44]. Here, we will be concerned by a model for the cal-
culations of broadening coefficients for individual spectral lines. Depending
on the thermodynamic conditions in the medium, e.g. those of Titan’s at-
mosphere, the correct modeling of line positions, intensities and broadenings
will certainly not suffice. Thus, the present model will have to be extended so
that to include line-mixing (collisional interferences between spectral lines)
[6, 45–53].

2. Theoretical elements

2.1. Energies and eigenfunctions for methane

These quantities are obtained through the diagonalization of an effec-
tive Hamiltonian built from elementary rotational and vibrational operators.
The related symmetry adapted tensorial formalism has been extensively de-
scribed, e.g. in Refs. [54, 55], and references cited therein. Thus, we only
give the meanings of some of the notations that will be used in section 2.2.
Eigenstates are labeled with P , J , C and α (also denoted as n or N in some
references).

P is the polyad number. The ground state, the dyad, the pentad, the octad
and the tetradecad have numbers 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4, for example. Since,
in the following, we will use the labels i and f to denote the lower and
upper states of a given methane transition, we will omit the (implicit)
polyad number.

J is the total angular momentum. It is conventionally of g parity (in the
rotation group related to the construction of rotational operators and
rotational basis functions for the Hamiltonian).
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C is the symmetry label in the Td point group (A1, A2, E, F1 and F2).

α, n or N is usually called the order index. It numbers the energies in
increasing values inside an Hamiltonian block, after diagonalization, at
fixed P , J and symmetry C.

Eigenfunctions are expressed in terms of basis functions through a unitary
transformation,

|JgCασ〉 =

=
∑

nr,Cr ,{vs},Cv

U
(J,C,α)
nr ,Cr,{vs},Cv

|JgnrCr; {vs}Cv; Cσ〉 (1)

where nr, Cr are the labels for the rotational basis functions and {vs}, Cv are
the labels for the vibrational basis functions. More details are given in Ref.
[56]. σ is the component index for symmetry C (in case it is degenerate). For
simplicity, we will omit the implicit g parity index for the angular momentum
of the eigenfunctions in what follows.

2.2. Line broadening theory

More general developments on line shapes theories, including semiclassical
approaches are described in Ref. [57]. Here, we are using a semiclassical
theory originally developed by Robert and Bonamy [58] for linear molecules.
Since that time, numerous applications have been reported. In some of the
most recent works, this theory was applied to non linear molecules, e.g.
water [59] or nitric acid [60]. In the latest application of this theory to
the case of methane perturbed by nitrogen [44], a classical formalism was
used to describe the wavefunctions of the active molecule. It is classical in
the sense that methane eigenfunctions were developed in terms of rotation
group basis functions. Thus, it was necessary to apply a basis transformation
to symmetry adapted wavefunctions (in the Td point symmetry group) in
order to get wavefunctions suitable for line broadening calculations. As a
consequence, this procedure is restricted to methane vibrational bands that
admit a tensorial extension to the full rotation group. This is approximatively
the case for the ν3 band if we consider it as isolated from other vibrational
bands in the pentad region.

As an alternative to this approach, we have implemented a line broaden-
ing theory that makes full use of the tetrahedral formalism [54, 55], consistent
with the theory used for infrared line positions and intensities calculations
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of methane. This way, calculations may be done for any vibrational bands of
methane, using directly energies and eigenfunctions as obtained from accu-
rate vibrational polyads analysis of this molecule [23] (and references cited
therein). Thus, the present work comes as an extension of the theory that we
have developed for methane perturbed by a rare gas [61–63], where we used
the same symmetry adaptation for methane. An important feature of these
theories is that when developing the intermolecular potential for methane
perturbed by any kind of molecule in terms of radial and angular functions,
then the angular operators related to methane are all of definite symmetries
in the Td group, i.e. either A1 or A2 [61]. This property allows to use di-
rectly the methane wavefunctions, as given by Eq. (1), in line broadening
calculations, as described below.

For a methane line with lower state i (≡ {Ji, Ci, αi, σi}) and upper
state f (≡ {Jf , Cf , αf , σf}), the line broadening coefficient, in units of
cm−1.atm−1, is expressed as

γfi =
1

2πc
L

T0

TP0

∫ ∞

0

dv v fB(v)
∑

{2}

ρ{2}×

×

∫ ∞

rc0

2π rc drc

(
v′

c

v

)2 [
1 − exp

(
−S2,fi,{2}(rc, v)

)] (2)

where c is the speed of light, L = 2.6867775 × 1019 cm−3 is Loschmidt’s
number, T is the temperature, T0 and P0 are the temperature and pressure at
STP conditions, v is the relative velocity modulus for the methane-nitrogen
couple, fB(v) is the Boltzmann distribution function for v, {2} represents
all the labels for a given perturber quantum state, ρ{2} is the population
factor for such a state. rc is the distance between the centers of mass of the
molecules at the time of closest approach for a given impact parameter. v′

c is
the apparent relative velocity at that time. rc0 is the minimum value of rc, i.e.
the one at the classical turning point of the relative trajectory governed by the
isotropic interaction potential. S2,fi,{2} results from a second order expansion
of the scattering operator and contains, schematically, sums of probabilities
of collisions that induce changes of quantum states from the lower state i
and the upper state f of the considered methane line. In practice, we replace
the integration over the relative velocity distribution by a calculation at the
mean thermal velocity. Thus, we set

fB(v) = δ(v − v), with v =

(
8KBT

πµ

)1/2

(3)
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where KB is Boltzmann’s constant and µ is the reduced mass of the molecular
couple.

The S2,fi,{2} term in Eq. (2) contains the usual “outer” and “middle”
contributions [58, 64]. As an example, inelastic contributions that affect the
upper state of the transition are accounted for through S2,f,{2},

S2,f,{2} =
~
−2

2[Jf , Cf , J2]

∑

Jf ′ ,Cf ′ ,αf ′

∑

J
2′

∑

l1,l2

[l1, l2]
−1×

×
∑

m1,m2

∣∣∣(F.T.)(l1,Γ1;l2)
m1 m2

(f, f ′, 2, 2′)
∣∣∣
2

×

×
∣∣∣(M.M.E.)(l1,Γ1) (f, f ′)

∣∣∣
2

×

× (P.S.M.E.)(l2) (2, 2′)

(4)

The notation [I] stands for the dimension of the irreducible representation I
of a group. [J(or l)] = 2J(or l)+1 and [C] = 1, 1, 2, 3 and 3 for C = A1, A2,
E, F1 and F2, respectively. l1 and l2 are the tensorial ranks of the angular
operators of the anisotropic interaction potential for methane and nitrogen,
respectively. m1 and m2 are the associated projection numbers. Γ1, = A1 or
A2, is the Td group symmetry label attached to l1. In Eq. (4), the (F.T.) are
Fourier Transforms,

(F.T.)(l1,Γ1;l2)
m1 m2

(f, f ′, 2, 2′) =

=

∫ ∞

−∞

dtei(ωf,f ′+ω
2,2′ )t

∑

m

V l1,Γ1,l2
|m| (R(t))×

×D
(l1)
m1 m(Ω(t))D

(l2)
m2 −m(Ω(t))

(5)

These Fourier transforms are done along the classical relative trajectories
described by R(t), the distance between the centers of mass of the molecules,
and by Ω(t), the angle between the intermolecular axis and the z axis of
a fixed frame. The ωf,f ′ and ω2,2′ are pulsations associated to the energy
spacings between states f and f ′ for methane and states 2 and 2′ for nitro-
gen, respectively. The V are radial functions of the anisotropic interaction
potential and the D’s are Wigner functions.

The V radial functions are given by

V l1,Γ1,l2
|m| (R(t)) = |m|f

l1,l2
F l1,l2

R(t)l1+l2+1
+

+
∑

q

[

|m|d
l1,l2
q

D l1,l2
q

R(t)12+q
− |m|e

l1,l2
q

E l1,l2
q

R(t)6+q

]
(6)
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The notation |m| means that the expressions depend only on the absolute
values of the m’s projection numbers. The terms with the f and F fac-
tors in this equation account for the electrostatic interactions between the
molecules. The f are numerical coefficients. The F depend on the multi-
polar moments of the molecules, i.e. octopole and hexadecapole for methane
and quadrupole for nitrogen. The terms with the d, D, e and E factors are
the atom-atom short range contributions to the potential. They result from
two center expansions of sums of Lennard-Jones interactions between the
atoms of the molecules. The d and e are numerical coefficients. The D and
E are polynomials depending on the atom-atom interaction parameters and
on some geometrical parameters of the two molecules. Detailed expressions
for the above factors are not given here but may be found in Ref. [56]. For
this potential, the maximum value of l1 + l2 defines the order of develop-
ment for angular functions. Similarly, the maximum value of q defines the
order of development for the radial functions. The calculations of this paper
were done with l1 + l2 ≤ 6 (fixed) and qmax = 14, to ensure proper conver-
gence. It means, for the angular operators, that the sets of labels that appear
in the development are {(l1, Γ1); l2} = {(0, A1); 0} (short range, isotropic),
{(0, A1); 2}, {(0, A1); 4}, {(0, A1); 6}, {(3, A2); 0}, {(3, A2); 2} (short range
and electrostatic), {(4, A1); 0}, {(4, A1); 2} (short range and electrostatic)
and {(6, A1); 0}. The six sets with no indications correspond to short range
interaction contributions.

The (M.M.E.) in Eq. (4) are Methane (doubly reduced) Matrix Elements,

(M.M.E.)(l1,Γ1) (f, f ′) =

= 〈Jf ; JfCfαf ||D
(l1g , l1g ,0Γ1) ||Jf ′; Jf ′Cf ′αf ′〉

(7)

Note that we use a double tensor notation since, in the derivation of the
theory, we need to make reference to the intermolecular frame (the one with
its z axis along the line joining the centers of mass of the two molecules)
and the molecule fixed frame. The D are symmetrized double tensors (of
symmetry Γ1) associated to the angular operators of the interaction potential
related to the active molecule. Their expressions were given previously [61].

We note that the multiplicity index of the decomposition of the l1g irre-
ducible representation of O(3) into representations of Td is always 0 (the one
besides “Γ1” in the above equation). It means that Γ1, either A1 or A2 as
stated above, appears only once in the decomposition up to l1 = 8. There are
some other point symmetry groups, like C3v, for which it is not the case [65].
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As a consequence, expressions like Eq. (4) should not be directly applied to
such groups and thus must be rederived.

To obtain the matrix elements of Eq. (7), we have derived a very general
theorem for any multipolar transition moments, possibly induced by the vi-
bration and the rotation of the methane molecule. These transition operators
are written as

[
D

(lg , lg,ncΓc) × (RΩ(Kg,NΓr) × ǫV
ΓnΓn′ (Γv)

{n}{n′} )(Γo)
](Γ)

(8)

where D is a multipole direction cosine, R is a rotational operator and V is
a vibrational operator. We do not give further explanations for the labels of
these operators, since they will reduce to very simple forms in our calcula-
tions. It is sufficient to say that the Γ’s are symmetry labels. These operators
are coupled together (in the Td group) and the surrounding [. . .] stands for
a symmetrized tensorial product, since the direction cosine and the rovibra-
tional operator do not commute in general. This way, matrix elements are
obtained through standard tetrahedral formalism techniques similar to the
ones used for the dipole moment and the polarizability tensor of methane.
More details are also given in Ref. [56]. As an example, we applied this gen-
eral formalism to derive vibrationally induced quadrupole matrix elements
that were subsequently used in the study of collision induced absorption in
the ν2 band of methane [66, 67]. The connection between the general opera-
tor of Eq. (8) and an angular operator related to methane in the interaction
potential is made with

D
(l1g , l1g ,0Γ1) ≡

≡
[
D

(l1g , l1g,0Γ1)
× (Id(A1)

r × Id(A1)
v )(A1)

](Γ1) (9)

that involves two identity operators related to rotation and vibration of
methane. This is reminiscent of the fact that, for example, methane octopo-
lar and hexadecapolar terms of the electrostatic interaction are permanent
quantities, i.e. not rovibrationally induced ones.

Similarly, the (P.S.M.E.) of Eq. (4) are Perturber (nitrogen) Squared
Matrix Elements,

(P.S.M.E.)(l2) (2, 2′) = V

(
J2 l2 J2′

0 0 0

)2

×

×

∣∣∣〈J2; J2||D
(l2, l2) ||J2′ ; J2′〉

∣∣∣
2

[J2][J2′ ]

(10)
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The V in this equation is a coupling symbol and is equal to the corresponding
3J symbol, up to a phase factor. The notations for the matrix elements
are analogous to those of Eq. (7), except that there is no need to define
symmetrized quantities for homonuclear diatomic molecules like nitrogen.

The theory described above is consistent with the usual formalism of
Robert and Bonamy, as applied to many molecular couples since decades.
Recently, a possible mistake in the original derivation, regarding cumulant
expansions [68, 69] for the Liouville states of the perturbers and the average
over the populations of these states, has been reported [70–72]. Technically,
Eq. (2) might need to be modified so that the average over the populations of
the perturber states be placed inside the exponential, thus directly averaging
S2,fi,{2}(rc, v), and not outside. We have examined that point to some extent,
and think that one should not confuse two things. The average over the
populations of the perturber states is the first one. The matrix elements
of the scattering operator over the perturber states, in the Liouville space,
which is an averaging operation, is the second one. We believe that only
the second is subject to re-exponentiation in Eq. (2), thus that the original
derivation is correct. In fact, before obtaining that equation, the average
over the “bath of perturbers”, which consists in three operations (averages
over the impact parameters, the relative velocities and the populations of
the quantum states of the perturbers) has already been the subject of a
cumulant expansion. This expansion allows to switch from the evolution
operator related to the autocorrelation function of the dipole moment to an
exponential form containing combined integrals of the interaction potential.
This exponential form is essential, since its Fourier transform leads precisely
to the Lorentzian profile for the considered line. Nonetheless, we do not
exclude to do wrong in still relying to the original derivation of the theory.
Practically, we tested this point by adding a special feature to our program
generator (see section 2.3.2) so that it implements the modification described
above. We did a comparison of the line broadening calculations in the Q
branch of the ν3 band of methane and found that the two cases differ by a
few percent on average. This may come from the fact that the development
of the scattering operator inside the exponential is truncated to order two.
Anyway, such numerical comparisons do not constitute any mathematical
proof. In addition, the modification of the theory in Ref. [71] seems to mean
that, at fixed impact parameter and relative velocity, active molecules collide
with perturbers that are not in definite quantum states, since this information
is averaged out through the population factors placed inside the exponential
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terms of Eq. (2). According to these arguments, we would say that the three
averaging operations that we collectively call the average over the “bath of
perturbers” should be kept together. This conclusion may not be definitive,
and we leave this point for the moment.

2.3. Implementation

In practice, the above theory happened to be very complicated to im-
plement without the help of some automated procedures. We devote this
section to these technical aspects since they represented an important part
of the development of the theory. So, we have set up a modular system that
allows to develop all the analytical calculations. We have used the MuPAD
[73] symbolic computation software for such calculations. We also performed
almost all the programming tasks through automated source code genera-
tion. For this, we used the PERL scripting language, the standard library
[74] as well as additional packages available from the CPAN [75].

2.3.1. Symbolic computation

The set of symbolic computation codes takes, as arguments, a keyword for
the molecular couple, the leading exponents for the short range repulsive and
attractive interactions (12 and 6, in our case, but any other values may be
given), the maximum values of l1, l2 and q, the names of the point symmetry
groups for the molecules (or none, if not applicable), the name of the relative
trajectory model for the molecules (only the parabolic model is implemented,
up to now).

With these settings, several tasks are performed. The set of coordinates
for the equilibrium configurations of each molecule is defined (some generic
molecules have been implemented). Then, the short range atom-atom inter-
action is calculated from two centers expansions of the inverse powers of the
distance between the atoms in the two molecules. Point symmetry groups
for the two molecules are accounted for and the potential is transformed to
a symmetrized version. For us, Td is defined for methane and the relevant
potential labels and terms are modified accordingly, and nothing is done for
nitrogen. If defined, additional contributions are joined to the potential. For
our case, we added two electrostatic contributions, as explained in section
2.2. Once done, the potential labels are read back and all the Fourier trans-
forms of Eq. (5) are calculated analytically. The functions with fixed values
of l1, l2, m1, m2 and a fixed power of the inverse radial coordinate are stored
in files which names are generated using these labels and the keyword for the
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molecular couple. Also, when l1 6= 0 and l2 6= 0, the code is able to recognize
if the numerical coefficients of the functions with m 6= 0 are proportional to
the one of the function with the same labels, but m = 0. In such a case, it
merges the functions together accounting for the relevant numerical factors.
Fortunatly, this is always the case for our molecular couple, which limits the
amount of functions to calculate. Nevertheless, the number of functions can
be quite large, depending on the settings for the orders of developments. For
example, the calculations discussed below were done with l1 + l2 ≤ 6 and
qmax = 14, which corresponds to 845 generated functions.

All this is done only once with large values for the orders of developments.
This way, several version of the source codes for actual calculations, with
different settings, may be created.

2.3.2. Source code generation

To handle the large amount of calculations generated by the symbolic
computation codes, we have developed a program generator written in PERL
that produce FORTRAN 90/95 source codes for actual line broadening cal-
culations. It makes use of PERL packages such as IO::File that supplies
object methods for filehandles, and Text::Template that expands template
text with embedded PERL code. For our needs, only a reduced set of 17
template files were needed [56]. These template files allowed us to build
programs that create themselves their own source codes. The arguments of
the generator include a keyword for the molecular couple, the maximum val-
ues of l1, l2 and q (which may differ from the ones given during symbolic
computation) and the name of the file containing the expressions of the co-
efficients of the potential. The keyword for the molecular couple is used, for
example, to locate the files written by the MuPAD codes, but also to define
non-ambigous file names for the generated source codes (in view of possible
extension to some other molecular couple). For what concerns the Fourier
transforms, the generator builds two kinds of procedures that perform some
parts of the calculations of Eq. (5).

XY4A2_l1_l2_m1_m2.f90 : This kind of procedure implements a calculation
at fixed values of l1, l2, m1 and m2. As explained at the end of section
2.3.1, the sum over m in Eq. (5) was done formerly. Only the sum other
the inverse powers of the radial coordinate is done here. In practice,
procedure subfunctions are created for all possible powers and the rel-
evant combinations of these subfunctions with the numerical factors of
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the potential are built. Using the contains construct of the FORTRAN
90/95 syntax, the subfunctions are stored inside the calling procedure,
which allows to limit the amount of generated files. Accounting for the
fact that some functions are the same when projection numbers change
in sign, we are left with 76 source files, corresponding to l1 + l2 ≤ 6.

XY4A2_l1_l2.f90 : This kind of procedure contains the calling sequence for
the above procedures. Thus, at fixed values of l1 and l2, it implements
the sum over m1 and m2 in Eq. (5). There are height such procedures,
owing to the possible combinations of l1 and l2.

While doing this, the relevant numerical factors of the potential are numbered
and accumulated in a dedicated procedure. Also, all the interface blocks (pro-
cedure prototypes) for the Fourier transforms procedures described above are
generated and stored on the fly in separate modules. Then, the main program
is generated and additional procedures for doing initializations, calculating
dynamical factors, reading methane multipolar matrix elements, . . . are also
created.

Note that we have chosen to implement the calculations of multipolar ma-
trix elements for methane independently from line broadening calculations.
This was done by extending the set of codes dedicated to dipole moment
which is part of the STDS package developed by the Dijon group [23, 76].

Note also that the program generator described above is not fully modu-
lar. We were principally concerned by the methane-nitrogen molecular cou-
ple. More generally, such procedure may be applied to any XY4-A2 generic
couple. This would allow to address the cases of oxygen and hydrogen as
perturbers, which we plan to do. For extensions to other molecular species,
such as CH3D, we’ll need to account for the multiplicity indices for l1 and l2,
as explained in section 2.2, after Eq. (7). Thus, for example, the file naming
scheme for source codes described above will need to be extended, with the
use of adapted PERL regular expressions constructs. In fact, developing the
theory for CH3D comes along with doing so for CH4 and should be one of
the next step of the present work.

2.4. Numerical data

Wavefunctions and energies for methane are calculated using the latest
version of the STDS computer package, consistent with the most up to date
line positions and intensities analysis [23]. For a given experimental data set,
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line assignments are read and only the relevant multipolar matrix elements
and energy spacings are calculated.

For nitrogen, we used a simple model where the rotational energies are
given by

EN2
(J2)/hc = B0J2(J2 + 1) − D0J

2
2 (J2 + 1)2 (11)

where h is Planck’s constant. We took B0 = 1.98956 cm−1 [77, 78] (average
value from these references) and D0 = 5.763 × 10−6 cm−1 [77]. Since we
did calculations at room temperature, we did not account for vibrational
energies. We calculate the population factor for perturbers using

ρ{2} ≡ ρ(J2) =
SN2

(J2)(2J2 + 1)

ZR,N2
(T )

×

× exp (−EN2
(J2)/KBT )

(12)

This expression corresponds to the rigid rotor approximation, which is the
main contribution to the rotational energies. The SN2

(J2) are the rotational
statistical weights,

SN2
(J2) = αN2

+ βN2
(−1)J2 (13)

with αN2
= 3/2 and βN2

= 1/2. The rotational partition function, ZR,N2
(T ),

is calculated by summing the un-normalized populations with a definite cut-
off for J2, depending on the value of the population at the peek of the distri-
bution. For example, at room temperature, the peak is found at J2 = 7 and
the cut-off is determined to be J2 = 34.

For what concerns the interaction potential, we have adopted the param-
eters from Ref. [44] or average values from Refs. [44, 79] (for the electrostatic
terms). All the values below were taken as is, i.e. without any attempt to

adjust them to achieve better comparison to the experimental data. The mul-
tipolar moments are Ω(1),CH4

= 2.45 D.Å2, Φ(1),CH4
= 4.725 D.Å3 and Θ(2),N2

= − 1.375 D.Å. We write the short range interaction between atom 1i of
methane and atom 2j of nitrogen as

V1i,2j(r1i,2j) =
d1i,2j

r12
1i,2j

−
e1i,2j

r6
1i,2j

(14)

The parameters are dCN = 0.512 × 10−14 J.Å12, dHN = 0.325 × 10−15 J.Å12,
eCN = 0.303 × 10−17 J.Å6 and eHN = 0.607 × 10−18 J.Å6. The geometrical
parameters are the equilibrium bond lengths, or half of it for nitrogen, rCH =
1.086 Å and rGN = rNN/2 = 0.549 Å. See also Ref. [56] for more details about
these points.
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3. Applications

To test the consistency and overall accuracy of the theory of section 2.2,
we did calculations for lines in the ν4 band, the ν3 band and the octad
spectral region of methane. The experimental values for the line positions
and line broadening coefficients were taken from Refs. [34, 42, 47, 52, 80].
For the ν4 band and the octad region, the perturber was in fact air [34, 42],
for which nitrogen contributes to about 80%. Also, according to Fig. 7 of
Ref. [80], Table 3 of Ref. [52] (ν3 band Q branch) and to Refs. [39] (ν4 band
broadened by N2) and [41] (ν4 band broadened by O2), we expected the
ratio of N2-broadening to air-broadening for a given line to be near unity,
on average. Obviously, we will need to revise that crude approximation
by extending our calculations to the case of oxygen as the perturber for
better consistency check. In fact, in the present work, we did not expect to
reach very good quantitative agreement, in the sense that the majority of the
calculations would fall inside the uncertainty intervals of the corresponding
measurements. For a non polar system like methane-notrogen, this ideal
situation can’t clearly be reached using a semiclassical model. Thus, we
considered that to compare air measurements to calculations with nitrogen
as the perturber would suffice for the moment. All the measurements were
done at room temperature.

The calculations were all done with l1 + l2 ≤ 6, for what concerns the
angular operators of the potential. Regarding the associated radial functions,
several tests of convergence were made. We have finally chosen to show the
results with qmax = 14 (845 Fourier transforms). As one can expect, the
average amount of matrix elements for each calculated line grows with the
polyad number. It ranges from some hundreds in ν4 to about 2000 in ν3 and
to about 7000 in the octad region. We will discuss the results from various
plots in the next sections. The associated full tabulated results (text files)
are provided in the supplementary material of this work.

3.1. The ν4 band

The 446 measurements range from 1159.3 cm−1 to 1494.7 cm−1 with an-
gular momenta up to J ′′ = 20 [42]. From these data, we found that one line
at wavenumber 1267.21035 cm−1 had an upper level order index that was too
large, i.e. larger that the size of the corresponding Hamiltonian block. We
disregarded it, since it made our calculations abort. We also found that three
other lines were misassigned. We left them as is in the calculations. The lines
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in question are located at wavenumbers 1219.64879 cm−1, 1221.87989 cm−1

and 1223.35630 cm−1 and seem to be some P(12) and/or P(13) lines.

[Figs. 1, 2 and Table 1 go near here]

Measurements and calculations are shown on Fig. 1 where we have used
different symbols for the types of symmetries of the lines. Note that for this

figure, we only kept the data for which the observed minus calculated line

broadening coefficients do not exceed ±50%. Thus, 19 lines were disregarded
and 426 lines are shown on Fig. 1. The histogram of the differences between
observed and calculated line broadening coefficients is shown on Fig. 2. De-
tails for the 19 disregarded lines are given in Table 1. For the 426 other
calculated lines, see the corresponding data file with tabulated results in the
supplementary material. It is seen from Table 1 that all the lines have rather
large values of J and that the fits of experimental spectra made in Ref. [42]
lead to very small values for the line broadening coefficients, compared to the
calculated ones. According to table 3 of Ref. [42], none of these lines were
fitted with the inclusion of line-mixing. Presumably, for these high J values,
intra-manifold, as well as inter-manifold, line-mixing should have been ac-
counted for. As a consequence of strong correlations between the parameters
defining the line shapes [52], the fitted values for these lines may be seen as
effective. If the line broadening coefficients were found to be so small, then
this means that the dispersive contributions to the line shapes are possibly
important. For this reason, we will not recommand to use the experimental
nor the calculated line broadening coefficients of Table 1 as is, i.e. for iso-
lated line shapes calculations. Anyway, at room temperature, the intensities
of these lines are rather small.

As may be seen from Fig. 1, for 426 lines out of 446 in the ν4 band, the
calculations compare reasonably well to the measurements, although these
latter ones were done with air as the perturber. We see also that at fixed
J or, equivalently, at fixed wavenumber, the dispersion of the calculated
data is less important than that of the experimental ones. We found the
same deficiency of the model in the case of methane perturbed by argon
and helium [62, 63]. Nevertheless, we see from Fig. 2 that the differences
are within ± 15% for most of the lines, which provides some confidence
regarding our model. We notice also that, although the histogram exhibits
a bell shape, globally, centered around 0%, this shape is not very regular.
Thus, differences between measurements and calculations are either too large
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or too small depending on the lines, as is clear also from Fig. 1. Before
investigating and discussing further that point, we would need first to do
proper air broadening calculations.

3.2. The ν3 band

The 182 measurements range from 2916.2 cm−1 to 3122.8 cm−1 with an-
gular momenta up to J ′′ = 13 [47, 52, 80]. Measurements for the ν3 band
Q branch [80] were re-examined to include line-mixing, Dicke narrowing and
speed dependent line shapes in the analysis [52]. Such refinments allowed to
improve and extend the fittings of the recorded spectra. Thus, we did calcu-
lations for the most recent line shape parameters for that spectral region.

[Figs. 3, 4 and 5 go near here]

Measurements and calculations are shown on Figs. 3 and 4 and the his-
togram of the associated differences is shown on Fig. 5. We found that one
line located at 3095.13038 cm−1, assigned to R( 7 ), F2, 2, 29, was in fact
misassigned. The central part of Fig. 4 allows to see an expanded view of
the data for the ν3 band Q branch. Details for the J manifolds in the P and
R branches are seen on the left and the right of this figure, respectively. As
seen from Figs. 3 and 4, the calculations compare fairly well to the measure-
ments. We found again that, at fixed wavenumber, the scatter of calculated
data is underestimated. The histogram of Fig. 5 shows that most of the
differences are between −10% and +20%. Different factors may explain that
≈ 5% positive mean difference. The spectra analysis of Refs. [47, 52] showed
that the Voigt line shape was inadapted, and that refined models had to
be used. The use of different refinments, for example the Rautian [81] or
Galatry [82] line shape models, may lead to fits of the same overall qualities,
but with individual line broadening coefficients differing by a few percents
[39, 41]. Obviously, the intrinsic defaults of the model are other factors that
explain these results. We will discuss some common points, i.e. that apply to
all data sets, regarding the model in section 4. Line mixing was accounted
for to fit the spectra of the ν3 band. By inspecting the top panel of Fig. 4,
we see that some E type lines in the Q branch were found to have quite low
values for the line broadening coefficients, relative to the calculations. On the
contrary, for one F type doublet in the R branch, the values are quite large.
In Refs. [47, 52], for the line mixing parameters, themretical values deduced
from semiclassical calculations were used as constraints or initial values for
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the fits. We note that the highest discrepancies (Fig. 4) do not exceed 50%,
absolute value. We observe that, for the ν4 and ν3 bands, large deficiencies
happen mostly for E type lines, but we see no explanation for this. From
Fig. 4, we see that the relative ordering of the measurements with respect
to the symmetry labels of the lines (which reflect the fine structure of the
energy levels involved) is globally well accounted for by the calculations. We
also compared the present calculations to those of Ref. [44] for 145 data out
of 182. Line by line details are provided in the supplementary material. We
found that the differences relative to our calculations range between ≈ −2%
and ≈ −12% with a mean value of ≈ −7%. We conclude that the lack of
the imaginary part of the S2 function in Eq. (2) may play a role in the small
positive mean difference between our calculations and the measurements.

3.3. The octad region

The 1013 measurements range from 4101.8 cm−1 to 4627.8 cm−1 with
angular momenta up to J ′′ = 16 [34]. 750 lines were calculated, which was
thought to be sufficient for a qualitative discussion of the results.

[Figs. 6 and 7 go near here]

Measurements and calculations are shown on Fig. 6 and the histogram of
the associated differences is shown on Fig. 7. One line located at 4265.42181
cm−1, assigned to P( 5 ), F2, 1, 33, is not shown on these figures because the
value of the broadening coefficient is 0.0904 cm−1.atm−1. We think that this
is a typo in the experimental data file. This octad spectral region consists
mainly in two vibrational bands. The ν1 + ν4 band is around 4223 cm−1 and
the ν3+ν4 band is around 4319 cm−1 [34]. The latter has a greater vibrational
degeneracy, which is reflected by the trends in the line broadening values on
Fig. 6. We see from this figure that the global arrangement of data that
results from the presence of vibrational subbands is well accounted for by
the calculations. Again, the spread of data at fixed wavenumber is always
underestimated by the calculations. We see also in the bottom panel of Fig.
6 that the differences show less scattering than in the case of ν4 (Fig. 1). The
fits in the octad region were done with the standard Voigt line shape [34] and
we found (Fig. 7) that the differences range from −47% to +25% for the 750
calculated lines. For most of these lines, the differences are between −10%
and +20%. Thus, the results are of the same overall quality as those for the
ν4 and ν3 bands. Also, the histogram of Fig. 7 is seen to be centered around
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+8%. While testing the convergence of the development of the potential,
we found that the calculations in that spectral region made with qmax = 10
and qmax = 14 differ by about 4% on average. Thus, increasing further the
value of qmax will certainly not provide better calculations. One may also
invoke the lack of the imaginary part of the S2 function to explain these
results. Obviously, we’ll need also to do proper air broadening calculations
before any further discussion. As for ν4 and ν3, the shape of the histogram
shows that some measurements are either too large or too small relative to
calculations.

4. Discussion

4.1. The interaction potential

This is the first point to address in the theory. We found that the con-
tribution from the electrostatic part of the potential in the calculations was
about 1% or less. Thus, any refinements in the corresponding parameters
will not help. We were puzzled by this result that seemed inconsistent with
earlier calculations [83–88] that did not include any short range interactions.
Possibly, the different theory used, that include a cut-off procedure for the
interruption function, may explain in part this result. Obviously, we carefully
checked the units, conversion factors and orders of magnitude of the various
quantities in our calculations but did not find any incoherence. We then did
some numerical tests using the experimental data recorded in the ν3 band
Q branch of methane. We found that the calculated line broadening coef-
ficients with only the electrostatic terms, and the ones with only the short
range terms limited to l1 = 3, l2 = 0 or 2 and q = 3 or 5 (lowest order terms)
are of the same order of magnitude (about 1% of the experimental data).
We then did other calculations with only the short range terms limited to
{l1 = 3, l2 = 0, q = 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13}, and {l1 = 3, l2 = 2, q = 5, 7, 9,
11, 13}. This calculated set was found to contribute for about 40% to 60%
to the experimental data. The fine structure dependencies of the data were
also ssen to be quite consistent with the ones of experimental data.

We did several other tests on the full short range (atom-atom) interaction.
For this, and the calculations described above, we defined a special option to
our program generator so that to read the labels of the radial functions that
we want to include in the calculations in a separate file. This way, appropri-
ate Fourier transforms files are selected and the program is build accordingly.
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We found that increasing the order of development for radial functions pro-
vides some sort of convergence, in that histograms of differences happened
to be more likely centered around 0%. In reality, we artificially add contri-
butions to the interruption functions that all get almost the same values at
fixed values of the rotational quantum numbers. As a consequence, the en-
ergy fine structure dependences of the calculated line broadening coefficients
is averaged out to some extent and is always found to be underestimated.
Although this allows to reproduce in part these fine structure dependencies of
the broadening parameters, this is a great defficiency of the model. It would
perhaps be more appropriate to limit the calculations to lower orders and to
determine a better set of atom-atom parameters, possibly dependent on the
radial functions. We shall test this assumption by using a recently reported
ab initio methane nitrogen potential [89]. Alternatively, other functional
forms for the potential radial functions could be tested.

4.2. Collision dynamics

The classical nature of the relative trajectories of the molecules may also
be discussed. These trajectories are driven by the isotropic interaction, which
implies a simplified conservation rule for the orbital angular momentum.
Furthermore, we used a parabolic approximation for the time dependences
of the trajectories near the points of closest approach. Possibly, the use of
exact trajectories, i.e. the solutions of the Hamilton’s equations using the
isotropic potential, may ameliorate the calculations. This is a point that we
wish to address, after the one concerning the radial functions of the methane-
nitrogen potential (section 4.1).

Also, implicitly, we approximate each molecule by a sphere. As discussed
above, the leading broadening mechanisms for methane perturbed by nitro-
gen are short range collisions, at room temperature. In such conditions,
it appears necessary to account for the anisotropy of the molecules in the
treatment of collision dynamics. To our knowledge, theories that include
such refinments were developed for simple molecular systems, and in any
case not for non-linear molecules like methane as the absorber. Anyway, it
seems that practical calculations are only tractable for linear molecules up
to now [90–94]. Further investigations on these points are obviously needed.

4.3. Temperature dependencies

We did comparisons of our calculations to measurements made at room
temperature. We will need, depending on the application, to consider other
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physical conditions. In particular, realistic predictions of the nitrogen line
widths for methane lines at temperatures around 100 K or below are missing.
This is true for the spectral regions that we considered in this work, as well as
for the next polyads with higher wavenumbers (tetradecad, icosad, . . . ). We
expect our semiclassical model to not be adapted to such low temperatures.
One reason is that less quantum states of the molecules are significantly
populated. Also, the various energies involved in the collision dynamics are
lower, so that a classical treatment of it is less appropriate.

As a first attempt, one may predict the temperature dependences of the
line widths using a power law,

γfi(T ) = γfi(T0)

[
T0

T

]nfi

(15)

where nfi is the temperature exponent for the considered line, and T0 is a ref-
erence temperature. usually the ambient one. This law has been widely used
and is often stated as empirical, although it has some theoretical justification
[95, 96] for a simplified potential model. Also, the hard sphere model predicts
a constant value of 0.5, whatever the spectral line. Temperature exponents
have been measured for methane, e.g. in the ν4 band [42], and these ones were
found to be quite transition specific. As explained above, improvements for
our methane line broadening theory have to be done. Thus, investigations
on the temperature dependences of line widths are left to future works.

5. Conclusion and perspectives

Semiclassical line broadening coefficients calculations for methane per-
turbed by nitrogen have been done. For this, a symmetry adapted formalism
was developed. This one allows to use directly the eigenfunctions and ener-
gies as obtained from accurate polyads analysis of methane. We developed
some automated procedures for the practical implementation of the theory.
The model is free of any adjusted parameter, which makes it somewhat com-
plicated.

We compared our calculations to measurements made in the first three
polyads of methane, at room temperature, with air and nitrogen as the per-
turbers. We found good overall qualitative agreement at worst, and good
quantitative agreement at best. When line-mixing was possibly involved in
the experimental spectra, we’ve seen that discrepencies can be (very) large
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between measurements and calculations for some lines. For such large differ-
ences, deficiencies of the model are also present, and the reliability of either
parameters is questionnable. For the air measurements, we will need to ex-
tend our model to the case of oxygen as the perturber before any further
investigation. We found that, in general, at room temperature, line broaden-
ing is essentially due to the short range interactions between the molecules,
as expected for such non-polar molecular species.

The methane nitrogen interaction potential that we have used does not
contain any vibrational contribution. Due to the complexity of the problem,
we did not include the imaginary parts of the S2 function of Eq. (2). Symbolic
computation might help in part for these points. Thus, line shifts could not
be calculated in the present work. In fact, we expect also vibrational effects to
play a role for the line widths in the case of perturbation allowed vibrational
bands like ν2 [97]. This is also possibly the case for higher overtone and
combination vibrational bands. Finally, we did not address the question of
the temperature dependences of the collisional parameters, nor that of the
modeling of line-mixing between lines. These important points should be the
subject of future works.
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Table 1: Lines of the ν4 band of methane with discrepencies larger than 50 % for the line
broadening coefficients

σexp ∆σ a γexp
b ∆γexp

c γcalc
b ∆γ d Branch ( J ′′ ),

(cm−1) (%) (%) C ′′, α′′, α′ e

1170.90030 0.033 0.01770 0.6 0.03992 -125.5 P(17), E, 3, 6
1181.52849 0.100 0.01840 0.0 0.03997 -117.2 P(16), E, 3, 6
1199.87443 -0.510 0.01770 1.1 0.04386 -147.8 P(18), E, 1, 9
1201.64092 0.112 0.02650 0.0 0.04381 -65.3 P(14), E, 3, 5
1205.92670 0.049 0.02750 0.0 0.04525 -64.6 P(17), F2, 1, 12
1205.93045 0.077 0.02750 0.0 0.04522 -64.5 P(17), F1, 1, 13
1211.32963 0.206 0.02680 0.0 0.04342 -62.0 P(13), E, 2, 5
1211.96704 3.538 0.01930 1.6 0.04464 -131.3 P(16), E, 1, 8
1217.98304 0.239 0.03070 0.3 0.04617 -50.4 P(15), F2, 1, 11
1217.99560 0.178 0.02900 0.3 0.04611 -59.0 P(15), F1, 1, 11
1223.99463 0.204 0.02730 0.4 0.04677 -71.3 P(14), F2, 1, 10
1275.94654 0.883 0.02310 0.4 0.04618 -99.9 Q(15), F1, 1, 4
1279.66774 -0.339 0.02640 1.5 0.04680 -77.3 Q(14), F2, 1, 4
1372.90110 0.018 0.02440 0.4 0.04274 -75.2 R(13), E, 2, 1
1385.44060 0.097 0.01900 0.5 0.03987 -109.8 R(16), E, 3, 1
1387.98719 0.111 0.02860 0.3 0.04563 -59.5 R(15), F2, 1, 4
1387.98933 -0.384 0.02860 0.3 0.04558 -59.4 R(15), F1, 1, 4
1389.54369 0.239 0.02110 0.9 0.04135 -96.0 R(17), E, 3, 1
1407.27456 0.049 0.01290 1.6 0.04430 -243.4 R(19), F2, 1, 5
a σexp − σcalc, in 10−3 cm−1.
b in cm−1.atm−1.
c Standard deviation from the fits, see Ref. [42].
d (γexp − γcalc)/γexp.
e Assignments: notations are explained in the text.
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Figure 1: Observed (upper panel, from Ref. [42]) and calculated (middle panel) line broad-
ening coefficients in the ν4 band of methane at room temperature. The perturber is air
for the measurements and nitrogen for the calculations. Symbols are • for A symmetries,
× for E symmetries and · for F symmetries. Differences are shown on the lower panel.
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Figure 2: Histogram of the differences between observations and calculations for the data
of Fig. 1 (ν4 band).
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Figure 3: Observed (upper panel, from Refs. [47, 52]) and calculated (middle panel)
nitrogen line broadening coefficients in the ν3 band of methane at room temperature.
Symbols are • for A symmetries, × for E symmetries and · for F symmetries. Differences
are shown on the lower panel.
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Figure 4: Same as Fig. 3, except that data are plotted vs the running indices of the lines
(increasing wavenumber order). Data# from 1 to 49 : P branch, Data# from 50 to 129 :
Q branch, Data# from 130 to 182 : R branch.
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Figure 5: Histogram of the differences between observations and calculations for the data
of Figs. 3 and 4 (ν3 band).
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Figure 6: Observed (upper panel, from Ref. [34]) and calculated (middle panel) line broad-
ening coefficients in the octad region of methane at room temperature. The perturber is
air for the measurements and nitrogen for the calculations. Symbols are • for A symme-
tries, × for E symmetries and · for F symmetries. Differences are shown on the lower
panel.
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Figure 7: Histogram of the differences between observations and calculations for the data
of Fig. 6 (octad region).
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